Scheduling - confusion over rollout of schedule
Doug - Amy - need tools to make informed decisions
Provost model to pilot in Fall

Amy - passed out Plan & Timeline
2018-2019 - confusion over scheduling resulted in 2 day a week classes - no breaks, double booked classes
Doug -
GEC plan - once GEC classes are set then program classes put in around GEC schedule

Provost - coast is a separate issue, leadership group on coast will coordinate GEC on coast
Scheduling Task Force - members on Provost's website
Hold off until Dec 17th to do Fall Schedule

Provost - intentional advising as part of process

Technology Challenges - SOAD
Put - work on director's handbook in spring
Challenges with Technology

Pat list:

Tim list:

Ann - email - advisor issue - have DPS add advisor at time of major change.

Jake - lecture/lab issue - drops. The lab should drop the lecture, but once permission to co-requisite dropping, drop starts. Link between 2 classes lost.

- co-requisites
- on registration side, linked, must sign up for both.

1st screen with list of names - need more information on 1st screen.

Liris - information in shopping cart does not match information in schedule (e.g. instructor of record)
- Amy - should be fixed.

Pat -

Liris - Full with random - going to random people

Pat - Queries

Ed - some inconsistent in feedback about what you are doing - did you do it correctly?

Provest - build inventory of queries

Share list of queries ➔ send to Amy

Liris list of queries (Nov 12)

Pat - Amy will send her list

Family Enright -

Allison Gillespie - textbook

BHN - contact by May - send her issues in middle of internship.
Cornerstone - Provost - 5 year contract - trying to improve issues around review of applications - can't renew batches

CacheL - seems to be significant lag between steps - have to call the poster and then it gets made public almost immediately

Tim - can't see all of post when printed out - done manually

Pat - issues of adjunct postings - may be overwhelmed

Provost - want to hire on an adjunct once and then terminate when no longer being used. Now allowed to hire for one year.

Website updates
Pat - issue of marketing website for online programs - needs link to correct information

Directors - transitioning back to faculty
50% of stipend to base - Wienenberg policy - but will need to be funded internally - Provost not to approve as long as resulting salary is within new salary guidelines - also need to be able to fund it.

Contract start date for administrators - start in August rather than July 1 - will take out time away pay in summer when going back to faculty
Substantial Issue - informed at board meeting that we were misinterpreting substantial salary practices.

No one should receive more than 50% of salary while on substantial.

Provost - contacted Ole Miss and State.

Substantial applications have gone to committee.

Initiative #1 or #2

Luis - privileges research over teaching and service.

Provost - not sure how he feels about it - should be more of an exception.

Mixed review on - no lag from assoc to full.

- external letters for assoc to assoc

Provost - should be a disciplinary decision.

- supported by deans and directors.